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The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism & Tambourine 

Company Name: * The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism & Tambourine  

Contact Person: * Adriana Suao  Title: Sr. Vice President, 
Account Services  

Email: * adriana.suao@tambourine.com  Phone: 954.586.8786  

Country: * The Bahamas  

Is your company a CHTA 

member * 
Yes  

Nomination Category * Social Responsibility 

Explain approach undertaken * The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism partnered with Hidden Worlds, a pioneering “impactainment” 
company known for its purpose-driven events, to produce “Our Ocean, Our Future,” an eco-
conscious and immersive art and dining experience using smell, sight, and sound to bring 
awareness to ocean conservation. The three-week “pop-up” event in Downtown Miami 
comprised a series of unique interactive daytime and evening experiences featuring fully 
immersive 3D projection mapping, 360-degree soundscapes, and original footage of The 
Bahamas. Guests were invited to explore the wonders of at-risk ocean ecosystems and their role 
as travelers in environmental conservation. To be responsible for a stretch of land and sea as 
beautiful, intricate, and diverse as the territory of The Bahamas is a great privilege. The event 
invited attendees to learn about the entities responsible for its protection, and the opportunities 
available for visitors to leave a lasting positive impact.  

How are you measuring the 

success of your initiative? * 

One key success indicator was raising $20,000 for our charity partner, "Beneath The Waves," 
supporting marine sustainability. We also used data analysis to improve our initiatives and 
tracked ticket sales, showing growing interest in our mission. Media coverage in 15 publications 
expanded awareness. Our success assessment combines financial milestones, data insights, 
ticket sales, and media recognition, all highlighting our commitment to sustainability.  

What lessons have you learned 

? * 

The lessons we've learned are instrumental in our sustainability endeavors. First, sustainability 
education doesn't need to be dull; it can be engaging and fun. We've made it interactive, 
capturing the audience's interest. People want to live sustainably but lack guidance; bridging 
this gap is crucial. Lastly, in a world filled with greenwashing, authenticity, transparency, and 
concrete actions are vital to stand out. These lessons shape our sustainability advocacy, 
guiding our initiatives and inspiring us to push for a more sustainable world.  

What role has innovation 

played in this initiative? * 

Innovation has driven our "Our World, Our Ocean" initiative, redefining how we approach 
environmental sustainability in travel. We aligned with changing travel trends, creating a deeply 
personal and immersive experience that connects travelers to sustainability. We showcased 
sustainable solutions through innovative mediums, from ocean-friendly dining to captivating art 
and local stories. Our forward-thinking approach also involved collecting first-party data to 
inform future initiatives, enhancing personalization and effectiveness. Through innovation, we 
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not only raised $20,000 for Beneath The Waves but also successfully engaged travelers in the 
cause of marine conservation.  
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